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P r e s id en t’s Rep o r t
Well another month has gone by with very little flying,
rain and wind has been the curse, roll on the summer
months.
Some good news, the wind has dried out the field
sufficiently so that it can be mown, last week it was in
perfect condition, short grass and a firm surface for the
full length of the strip. Thanks again to Peter and Kevin
for their time in mowing the strip. We are still need
another couple of Club members to join the mowing
team, please contact either Peter or myself if you
would like to assist.
November Club night was a BYO BBQ at the field, it
was almost a perfect evening for flying, warm with just
a slight breeze. There was plenty of lift for gliders and
not too much sun strike for the pilots flying power
planes.
The question of using some of our Saturdays as
normal flying days was raised in last month’s Servo
Chatter. This was discussed by the Committee at our
November meeting. Our Resource Consent states the
times and days the Club has consent to operate, this
however still has to be agreed between the Land
Owner and the Club. The agreement between the
Land Owner and the Club is for training, test flying of
new or repaired planes still stands.
A review of our Resource Consent has been
discussed by the Committee, I think it is a matter that
the Club should address at either our AGM or a
monthly Club meeting next year.
For Club members who intend flying in the National
Competition next year, the Committee agreed to

C lu b C a p ta in ’s R e p o r t
Our flying strip is looking a lot better after the winter rain and
moss problems. I am told by the farmer that the hay will be
cut in December and this will help with any dead-stik landings.

Greg Findon
provide you with a Club tee shirt and hat, just talk to a
Committee member.
A reminder that our Christmas Dinner and Awarding of
Club Competition Certificates is on Thursday 8
December 2016, if you intend coming and have not
notified either Peter or myself, please do so asap.
For the months of December and January there is no
Club competitions, so general flying on Sunday’s. A
reminder to please keep to the mown walkways when
transporting planes from cars to the pits area.
Communicating to Club members is important and I
have been reminded that the Committee doesn’t
always get it right. With the exception of one, we have
the email address of all Club members, so if you have
not received an email from me in last two weeks than
we have an incorrect email address for you, please let
me know your correct email address.
Texting
members is also a fast an effective means of
communication, if you have cellphone and want to be
on the list, please let us know your cellphone number.
A reminder to all that the road speed tolerance
reduces to 3kms for the months of December and January. If you are travelling away over Christmas and
New Year, drive safely.
The Committee wishes you and your families a Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year. Enjoy your flying.
Regards,
Greg Findon
President, PN Aeroneers

Peter Vining
If any Club members are attending the Nationals to participate, please get in touch with me or Greg regarding your entry.

The Club has lost a few members over the last two years. I
It has been a sad end to the year with the loss of Anthony
would like present members to encourage friends to join and
Hall. He had achieved a lot in the time he was with us and he tell them of the help they can get in learning to fly in the Club.
will be missed. Thanks to all those Club members who attended his service.
A good starting point is either the Radian or 2 metre glider.
Both of these types are not expensive and can be quick to
The Club’s Christmas dinner is at the Denbigh Hotel in Feild- learn on.
ing on 8th December at 6.30pm. I have tried the food there
and I am sure there will be something on the menu to suit
See you next Thursday.
you. Their Thursday night specials are Fish & Chips or Roast Peter Vining
Club Captain
of the Day for $15.00.
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In memory of a much respected club member and
friend to many. Rest in Peace Anthony.

The Palmerston North Aeroneers Model Aero Club extends to Geoff, Sandra, Stephanie and Simone our
deepest sympathy in the passing of your dear son and brother, Anthony.
As Club members we are all aware of Anthony’s talent and skill in flying planes, also his calm ability to pass
that onto other flyers. This will be missed by all who saw him fly or were guided by his knowledge.
From the tributes at Anthony’s funeral we were made aware that enjoyed other things as well as flying planes.
Anthony was well thought of by the Bunnythorpe Rugby Club, he enjoyed track motor bike riding and was a
respected work colleague and friend to many. Anthony was well known within Model Flying and had represented
New Zealand overseas on several occasions.
Anthony will be sadly missed by all those who knew him.

Full sized aircraft in the local Bass Pro Shop
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I’m dreaming of a
white Christmas, but
when the while runs
out I’ll drink the red!

From the
Editors Desk
Linda Lambess
Phone 06 323 4918
021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com

Wow, what an interesting month we have just had
in Suwannee, Georgia. We arrived on the night of
the presidential election and even after travelling
for 21 hours and being up for 10 hours prior to
leaving home we were wide awake to watch the
election results come in from around the USA. The
media coverage here was very different from the
NZ media we were reading on line.
As we all know The President-elect is not to everyone’s liking and I am sure we will see more colourful politics from Washington DC over the
next few months. The
point is, he was voted
in and he took many
states that have traditionally voted the other
way.
Americas
democratic
rights
have been exercised
and they have to give
him a fair go.
American’s elections are the top end of the
democratic scale, dealing with three grandchildren 8, 6 and 3 years old and giving equal attention to each is the other end of the scale. Mr 8
year old is a true negotiator, he still has a lot of
learn dealing with two younger sisters, however,
he is learning that you listen, sell them your idea
and then the majority rules and at times you just
need to suck it up!

Ivan has seen his share of model shops and I shall
put coverage of these in this and some following
newsletters. Although it was thanksgiving, Christmas was everywhere and anyone who has experienced an American Christmas knows how magical it is - even for those people who are over the
whole festive season before it begins.
I love Christmas and over the next few days our
home will turn into a Christmas cave - too many
trips to the US when Christmas has been instore.
Our Christmas tree is a
“memory tree” with momentos of trips we have taken,
places we have visited and
people we have loved
along life’s path.
Ivan and I take this opportunity to extend our condolences to the Hall family.
Unfortunately I never met
your son, but reading his
obituary, on page 3, he was
a son to be proud of. Our thoughts are with you.
We wish you all a very happy and safe festive season. Lets hope that the wind and rain stops and
we can enjoy some flying. Take care, Linda
P.S. Yes the rumour is true - I brought more models
than Ivan!

Ivan had the opportunity of flying the blimp at two
Atlanta Hawks NBA games at the Philips Arena,
Atlanta in front of a crowd of approximately
15,000 people the first night and 40,000 the second. More about the blimp in the January issue of
Servo Chatter It was an amazing time and an experience one that most people would never
have. John has him lined up to help during the
summer grilling (bbq) contests.
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Jet Aircraft flight path
over Colyton Modelport
By Rene Redmond
At our recent 70th birthday celebration fly in on
October 30th I fitted my yellow Reaction jet with an
on-board flight computer. This unit (Xicoy FC-1)
reads in-flight engine data and via the attached
GPS module positional and groundspeed
information.
This data can be read as a graphic/text format or
imported into Google Earth to give an overlay of
the flight path as displayed in the pictures below.
Each yellow pin represents a sample of the
collected data at various stages of flight.
The yellow pin when clicked on in Google Earth
pops up a data screen with a host of engine
operating info and GPS data, the reason the
airspeed reads 0 km/hr (see bottom picture) is

because I didn’t have a pitot fitted to give true
airspeed, GPS speed shown is speed over ground.
The really interesting information is the actual
overfly area this aircraft covers. The extreme left
and right hand pins are approx. 900 meters apart
and the top and bottom pins around 490 meters
apart. The runway is the lower central clump of
pins which shows that at extremes the aircraft is
around 450-500m away from the pilot.
Remembering this day the predominant wind was
from the SE it really surprised me how far across
the river I was on the landing approach (right to
left) and that the main flight path was well clear of
the house (bottom left).

Pictured is the FC-1 Flight Computer
used to capture the data shown in the
pictures. Unit is made in Spain by one of
the worlds leading turbine ECU (engine
control unit) manufacturers.
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Atlanta
Hobbies
Instead of flying on Sunday morning, Ivan was able to spend time at Atlanta Hobbies in Cumming, Georgia, USA.
The three generations of boys, with their photographer in tow, obeyed the GPS instructions through an industrial
area confident they were being lead astray. There was not going to be a high tech retailer down this street! The
GPS (a woman, I might add) had it right and we found the most unassuming business.

The skies were this blue with
absolutely
no
breeze.
Autumn leaves just flittered
down occasionally.

The WOW moment!

I counted 50 aircraft hanging from
the ceiling before I lost count. By far
the majority had been made by the
business owner, Russell, an ex marine, who had been modelling since
the 1940’s.
The store was huge and aircraft and
drones were prominent with just a
few radio controlled cars. They have
a comprehensive service centre
offering work at $69-$99 per hour
and list approximate times taken.
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Atlanta Hobbies
Various photos of Atlanta Hobbies.
Check out their website http://www.atlantahobby.com
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Earthquake proof
your ‘hangar’?
The last few weeks have been a reminder that it is
time to check out our household ‘get ready kits’ and
the home and workshop in the event of large earthquake in our area. Here is some examples I found on
line. The one on the bottom right is not
recommended.

How do you
hang or
store your
aircraft?
Please send
us a photo
to give
others
ideas!
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Is there a Santa
Claus?

medium-sized lego set (2 pounds), the sleigh is carrying
321,300 tons, not counting Santa, who is invariably described as overweight.

On land, conventional reindeer can pull no more than
300 pounds. Even granting that 'flying reindeer' (see
Consider the following:
point #1) could pull TEN TIMES the normal amount, we
1. No known species of reindeer can fly. But there are cannot do the job with eight, or even nine.
300,000 species of living organisms yet to be classified,
and while most of these are insects and germs, this We need 214,200 reindeer. This increases the payload does not COMPLETELY rule out flying reindeer which not even counting the weight of the sleigh - to 353,430
tons. Again, for comparison - this is four times the
only Santa has ever seen.
weight of the Queen Elizabeth.
2. There are 2 billion children (persons under 18) in the
world. BUT since Santa doesn't (appear) to handle the
Muslim, Hindu, Jewish and Buddhist children, that
reduces the workload to 15% of the total - 378 million
according to Population Reference Bureau. At an
average (census) rate of 3.5 children per household,
that's 91.8 million homes. One presumes there's at
least one good child in each.

5. 353,000 tons traveling at 650 miles per second
creates enormous air resistance - this will heat the
reindeer up in the same fashion as spacecraft
re-entering the earth's atmosphere. The lead pair of
reindeer will absorb 14.3 QUINTILLION joules of energy
per second each.

In short, they will burst into flame almost
3. Santa has 31 hours of Christmas to work with, instantaneously, exposing the reindeer behind them,
thanks to the different time zones and the rotation of and create deafening sonic booms in their wake. The
the earth, assuming he travels east to west (which entire reindeer team will be vaporized within 4.26
thousandths of a second.
seems logical).
This works out to 822.6 visits per second. This is to say
that for each Christian house-hold with good children,
Santa has 1/1000th of a second to park, hop out of the
sleigh, jump down the chimney, fill the stockings,
distribute the remaining presents under the tree, eat
whatever snacks have been left, get back up the
chimney, get back into the sleigh and move on to the
next house.

Santa, meanwhile, will be subjected to centrifugal
forces 17,500.06 times greater than gravity. A 250pound Santa (which seems ludicrously slim) would be
pinned to the back of his sleigh by 4,315,015 pounds of
force.
Mmmmmm … but remember kids when you stop
believing in Santa is when you start getting clothes for
Christmas.

Assuming that each of these 91.8 million stops are
evenly distributed around the earth (which, of course,
we know to be false but for the purposes
of our calculations we will accept), we
are now talking about .78 miles per
household, a total trip of 75-1/2 million
miles, not counting stops to do what
most of us must do at least once every
31 hours, eating etc. This means that
Santa's sleigh is moving at 650 miles per
second, 3,000 times the speed of sound.
For
purposes of comparison, the fastest
man-made vehicle on earth, the
Ulysses space probe, moves at a poky
27.4 miles per second - a conventional
reindeer can run, tops, 15 miles per
hour.
4. The payload on the sleigh adds
another interesting element. Assuming
that each child gets nothing more than a
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Taming a
tail
tail--dragger
By Gerry Yarrish, Model Airplane News July 2000.

Some graphics substituted.

One of the most overlooked parts of our big airplanes is the tailwheel—probably because it
needs relatively little maintenance and
usually
lasts longer than any other part on a model's airframe. Though the tailwheel itself affects a model's flight performance very little, the tail-dragger
configuration makes takeoffs and landing very
different from those of planes with tricycle (trike)
landing gear. This time, we'll take a closer look at
flying tail-draggers and at some basic setups that
will improve both your model's appearance and
performance.
What’s the difference?
The major difference between a tail-dragger and
a trike-gear model is the position of the CG relative to the main gear. On a trike, the CG is in front
of the main gear, and when the model lands, the
nose tilts downward until the wheel touches the
ground. This decreases the wing's angle of attack (AoA) and helps to
keep the model on the ground. With
a tail-dragger, the CG is behind the
main gear, so on landing, the nose
tilts upward until the tailwheel or skid
touches the ground. This increases
the plane's AoA, and if it has not
been fully stalled on landing, it might
become airborne again; that's why
takeoffs and landings are so
challenging.

On landing, a tail-dragger can be a handful
if you allow it to slow down too much on
final approach. High-performance aircraft
behave much better if you use a 2-point
wheel landing.

You can basically drive a trike-gear
model around without much thought:
push the rudder stick right and the model
steers right—no surprises; but a taildragger can dish out a few surprises if
you aren't alert to the possibilities.
Tail-draggers, especially those with a tailskid, behave much better on grass runways. The drag of the rough and soft
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This Scale Aviation* tailwheel unit looks like the real
thing. It has a cast, stainless
steel caster head and for assembly, and the leaf springs
come already bent to shape.

earth surface helps to keep a tail-dragger
going straight after landing.
On a hard surface such as a paved runway, a tail-dragger can easily be overcontrolled, and that causes the tail to
swing around in what's referred to as a
"ground loop." There is very little drag or
friction to keep the tail aft, and you must
be quick on the rudder to maintain directional control.
Generally, a tail-dragger's turning radius is
larger than a trike's because the main
gear is much farther from the tailwheel,
thus giving a bigger arc.
During takeoff, torque from the engine
and prop tend to make a model veer to
the left, so right-rudder correction is required to keep it going straight. Trike aircraft have good directional control: both
the nosewheel and the rudder work to
maintain direction. With the tail-dragger,
however, the tailwheel lifts off the ground
during the takeoff roll, so you must count
on rudder only for torque correction.

LANDINGS
There are two types of tail-dragger
landing: a 3-point, or stall, landing and
a 2 - point, or wheel, landing. The
type of model you fly and wind conditions dictate the best type of landing
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A P-51 Mustang is a good example of
a model that has its tailwheel
forward of the rudder hinge line. A
separate steering servo makes the
steering linkage much simpler.

you flare into a 3-point landing attitude too
early, you could stall the wing and cause
the model to drop in hard! With either
type of model, use throttle to adjust the
rate of descent and the elevator to control
AoA and airspeed.
A tail wheel offers several advantage over
a nose wheel:


It is much smaller and lighter and this
causes less air drag while flying.



Tailwheel linkage is very simple and
straightforward.



Tailwheels absorb landing impacts
better than nosewheels do because
they don't touch the ground until the tail
feathers stop flying; when the tail comes
down, much of the speed has been dissipated.

for you. If you have a high-wing, high-lift
model such as a Piper Cub, you will, in most
cases, be able to flare to a 3-point landing;
this type of model is very forgiving and has
predictable stall characteristics. If you have
too much airspeed during a landing, the
worst that can happen is that you simply
won't be able to land, and the model will
float past your intended landing spot.
While landing in blustery or crosswind conditions, a wheel landing is the best bet for a
lightly loaded model, as you can bring it in at
a higher airspeed and maintain positive control for a longer time.
With a model such as a Cap 232 or a Pitts
Special, most—if not all—of your landings
should be wheel landings. This is because the
wing of an aerobatic model tends to stall
more abruptly at lower speeds and the model’s AoA is much more critical on landing. If
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INSTALLATIONS
A tailwheel can be attached directly to the
rudder or to the bottom of the fuselage and
then connected indirectly to the rudder for
steering control. I think the fuselage attachment is much better because the indirect
connection to the rudder isolates the rudder
servo from the jolts and bumps associated
with taxiing (see A Tailwheel assembly illustration).

Most scale aircraft flown today are taildraggers; from WW II bombers and fighters to
classic civilian and race planes, the taildragger configuration continues to be popular. If you haven't tried a model with a tailwheel because you don't think you're up to
the task, go ahead and give it shot; all it
takes is a little understanding and some practice. Once you've mastered a tail-dragger,
you'll be able to fly anything.

The most common way to attach the tailwheel’s tiller arm to the rudder is with a pair
of springs. When the tail wheel is positioned
below the rudder, the springs prevent the
rudder from being damaged by side loads.
With big warbirds and other aircraft whose
tail wheels are some distance in front of the
rudder hinge line, separate pushrods or cables directly attached to the rudder servo are
preferred. This set up can also be used with a
separate servo for steering control; the steering servo can be driven with a Y-harness connected to the rudder servo.
Several tailwheel configurations are available; units with steel leaf springs are popular
because of their scale appearance, while
composite frame units are popular with sport
models. One of the simplest setups uses a
bent piece of music wire supported by a
molded-plastic bracket. When you install your
tail wheel, pay attention to the linkage geometry. Make sure that the tail wheel is
straight when the rudder is in the neutral position. Also, to make steering control more positive, make the tail wheel’s steering deflection
greater than the rudder’s. Do this by using a
longer tiller arm on the rudder and a shorter
tiller for the wheel. (see fig 4).

Car For Christmas
Several
months
ago
Danny passed his driving
test and decided to ask
his father if there was any
chance of him getting a car for Christmas.
'Okay.' said his father 'I tell you what I'll do. If you
can get your grades up to 'A's and 'B's, study
your bible and get your hair cut, I’ll consider the
matter very seriously.'
Recently Danny went back to his father who
said 'I'm really impressed by your commitment
to your studies. Your grades are excellent and
the work you have put into your bible studies is
very encouraging. However, I have to say I'm
very disappointed that you haven't had your
hair cut yet.'
Danny was a smart young man who was never
lost for an answer. 'Dad, in the course of my bible studies I've noticed in the illustrations that
Moses, John the Baptist, Samson and even Jesus
had long hair.'
'Yes. I'm aware of that,' replied his father, 'But did
you also notice they walked wherever they
went?'
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With
summer here and
more kids out and
about please take
care when driving
down Spur Road.
Please stick to
60 km.

Flying events
69th Model Flying New Zealand
Nationals,
3 - 7 January 2017
Waiharoa
Register online now at nats.modelflyingnz.org

Warbirds over Awatoto (Models)
4 - 5 February 2017
10 am - 4pm
Web registration www.mfhb.org.nz

Highbrook Model Airpark Auckland
Model Airshow
18 February 2017
Open day and fun fly
Flyers to be NFNZ members with a wings badge

Wings over Wairarapa
17 - 19 February 2017
Hood Aerodrome, Masterton

RNZAF Air Tattoo
25 - 26 February 2017
Ohakea

Excitement is building for the 10th Wings Over Wairarapa Air Festival in February 2017.
From the world’s rarest vintage aircraft to a glimpse of the future there is something for everyone and that is just
in the air.
Tickets are ON SALE NOW with 1 day and 3 day General Admission and Gold Passes available.
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February 25, 2017 - February 26, 2017 10 am to 4 pm

Access Information
How can I get to the event?
THERE IS NO PARKING ON BASE FOR THE 2017 AIR TATTOO; Expect significant parking restrictions surrounding the
event.

The Royal New Zealand Air Force is celebrating its 80th Anniversary by showcasing its capability, personnel and skills
with the 2017 Air Tattoo at RNZAF Base Ohakea.
See how the RNZAF has done its job serving New Zealand
for 80 years and check out the latest aircraft and new capability.
Whether you are a seasoned aircraft enthusiast, want a family friendly day out or looking for an adrenaline rush, you’ll
find it all at the 2017 Air Tattoo.
With thrilling entertainment in the air, fascinating ground
displays, rarely seen international military aircraft and great
family entertainment, including the newly formed talented
RNZAF Black Falcons aerobatic team, this is an exceptional
event that will appeal to all ages.
FAQs
View our frequently asked questions here: http://bit.ly/
AirTattoo17-FAQs
What time is the show/event?
The Air Display will run from 10am until 4pm each day. The
ground displays will be open from 8am – 5pm each day.
What time will the gates open?
Gates will open to the public from 7am each day, access to
the carparks will be from 6am.
TICKETS
Adults $35, Children 5-16 $10, Children under 5 - Free
(Booking fee not included)
Book here: tp://bit.ly/TKTAIRTATTO

There is limited official car parking available, there will be significant parking restrictions (i.e. no parking within walking distance)
and road closures in place to safely manage the event.
We encourage you to use the free Park and Ride buses as the
easiest means of accessing the event.
Official car parking is available for purchase at a cost of $15 +
postage per vehicle note these passes will not be sent until
January 2017. This car park is located between Pukenui and
Tangimoana road and is the only Car Park where you can walk
to the gate.
We recommend catching a bus from one of pick up points located
at;
Manfeild in Feilding recommended for all travelling from
Palmerston North, Feilding or South of the Base.
Bulls Polo Club accessed via SH1 recommended for traffic from
New Plymouth, Whanganui.
Park and Ride sites will be the fastest way of transport with
dedicated bus lanes. Both sites will open at 6am and the first bus
will leave at approx. 6.30am.
Cars traveling to the air show are advised to follow the event
signage and will be directed to a Park and Ride site or for those
who purchased parking ensure you display the appropriate pass
and you will directed to the correct location.
http://airforce.mil.nz/about-us/2017-air-tattoo.htm

Happy Birthday and Many Happy Returns to club
members and their families celebrating a birthday
this month.
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Club Events
Check
www.aeroneers.com/apps/calendar/

December 2016
1 December - RSVP re Club Christmas Dinner
2 December - Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown
Olde English Pub
4 December - Sports Flying
5 December - Servo Chatter January Deadline
7 December - Servo Chatter online
8 December - Club Christmas Dinner
11 December - Sports Flying
15 December - Committee Meeting
18 December - Sports Flying
22 December - Club Night (Tba)
25 December - Wish you and your families a very
safe and happy holiday season
30 December - Servo Chatter January deadline

February 2017
1 February - Servo Chatter on line
2 February - Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown, Olde
English Pub
5 February - 2 metre glider flying

December 2016

Watch the website for flying dates
over the Christmas,

January 2017
1 January - Servo Chatter on line
6 January - Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown
Olde English Pub
8 January - Sports Flying
15 January - Sports Flying
19 January - Committee Meeting
22 January - Sports Flying
26 January - Club Night (Tba)
31 January - Servo Chatter February
deadline
12 February - tomboy and vintage flying
16 February - Committee Meeting
19 February - Radian, cub and scale
23 February - Club Night - check website
26 February - Combat - S.P.A.D. and assassin
28 February - Servo Chatter March deadline
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Club Address: P.O. Box 800,
Palmerston North, New Zealand
Club Website:
www.aeroneers.com
Club Email:
aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club Subscriptions

President:
Greg Findon

You need to be a paid member to fly at the club
airfield.

phone 06 356 1571

president@aeroneers.com

Family Membership $140
Senior Membership $135
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $80
Subs are per annum.

Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield
029 357 8039

vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Nigel Langford

Please pay Nigel Langford or any committee member
or online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston Nth Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include
your name in the particulars box.

06 353 0590

treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary:
Necia Parker

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com and advise
Nigel of your payment.

06 354 5972

secretary@aeroneers.com

The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to July 1 to ensure all club members are
covered by the MFNZ public liability insurance.

Club Captain:
Peter Vining
027 443 2378

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Palmerston North Aeroneers

Webmaster:
Tama Randell

Tee Shirts and Hats

027 2920363

Editor:
Linda Lambess

Club hats and shirts are
now available.

021 2106139

editor@aeroneers.com

Hat - $15

Members:
Bruce Fryer

Your typical fisherman
“Gilligan” style.

022 1324756

Ivan Huntley

Shirt - $30

021 2106138
The views or ideas expressed in this publication are ot
necessarily those of the club executive or committee.
Every care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will
not be responsible for the content of advertisements or
any material contained therein. The editor reserves the
right of publication.
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They are 100% Dri-zone
polyester, anti-snag and
moisture wicking, UPF
rating 50+.
See a committee
member.
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